Challenge time limit:
Challenge
Task
Product Analysis – given product
Cautious Write a few sentences per key area for the given product.
Produce basic sketches showing key detail. 1 x A3 sheet (minimum)

Confident

Challenge

Challenge
Plus

Task
Product Analysis – given product
Write detailed sentences per key area for the given product. Use connectives so
that… because … therefore… to extend the written content
Produce sketches 2D/3D showing the controller and key features. 2+ x A3 sheet
Task
Product Analysis – given product
Write detailed paragraph per key area for the given product. Use connectives so
that… because … therefore… to extend the written content, Justify the key
information recorded.
Using a combination of 2D/3D sketches and rendered drawings (colour added) use
to support your analysis.
Task
As challenge PLUS – consider any additional electronic / mechanical systems – what is
the INPUT and OUTPUT of the product.
What materials detail is necessary to enable an improved ergonomic interaction
between product and user?

Time spent
Accuracy
Layout
Quality

Product Analysis:
Size – Anthropometrics (Hand Sizes)
Ergonomics
Colour(s)
Material(s)
Function (what it is designed to do)
Typography (Lettering type)
Moving Parts
EXT. Method of Manufacture for the casing /
surface finish

https://prezi.com/qs7enxnycixc/manufacturing-process-of-thexbox-360-controller/

A level resources OCR

N.B. Xbox controller shown – it can be a controller from a
console of choice

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r28mE-_uOYI
https://marissa-art.com/238868_xbox_controller_drawing/

Product Analysis:
EXAMPLE (Challenge +)
Method of Manufacture for the casing / surface finish
The main body of the casing is manufactured using the injection moulding process. The casing is made in several parts
as this allows for the electronic components to be inserted and enclosed within the cavity in the casing.
The manufacturing using injection moulding allows for an intricate shape to the casing using a thermopolymer such as
Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (ABS) is one of the most widely used and versatile thermoplastics.
Texture and surface designs are added to the surfaces of the injection mould so that the casing comes out prefinished
– there may be some aspects of flash to remove prior to assembly. Some parts are ‘TWO SHOT’ injection moulding –
this means that the harder plastic is injection moulded first then
the softer rubberized surface is added on the second ‘shot’.
This allows for a more comfortable product to use.

http://technology.ihs.com/api/binary/582319

